
TODAYS BATTLE
Can you sense it?

This battle may be a little quieter but just as important to protect 
this little village.

Close y our eyes...

Can y ou HEAR it? Maybe some fluttering from the butterflies? Or 
the birds singing?
Can y ou SMELL it? Maybe not as strong as a bee would
Can y ou SEE it? In full bloom you will find lots of colours fighting 
f or y our attention. 

You are looking at a planted wild flower meadow. Flower seeds are 
spread into the grassland and managed by mowing or ploughing to 
stop the invasion of plants and grasses less welcome to the area.  
We need to help these plants in their fight for independence!  This 
is home to many and a major food source.

WHY FIGHT?
Pollination is very important to our natural environment. Think about it, 
What’s a bee without a flower? Or would you rather ask, What’s a flower without a bee?
Without each other none of them would survive, the flower feeds the bee some nectar and in exchange the bee delivers pollen toanother flower  of the same species 
to make a new seed for next year.  For every flower in your garden, you can thank a bee or butterfly.  Unfortunately there are less flowers available due to habitat loss.

Can you find some insects living in the meadow? This is a natural home for many insects. They will hide and feed on the leaves of the plants such as caterpillars.
THEN...the birds will come as they are attracted to the insects!
Where do you fit into this?  Well you get to enjoy this spectacular show.

WILD FLOWER MEADOW

WHO WINS?

The flower?
The bee?
The insects?
The birds?
YOU?



For triangular rotating display – 3 displays for seasonal changes/mgt

Side 1 

SPRING / SUMMER

The meadow should be in full bloom

Listen f or the singing birds and buzzing bees

Watch for the jumping insects and fluttering butterflies

AUTUMN / WINTER

Don’t panic if you see a tractor ploughing up your meadow or a mower cutting the grass at the side
This is just a way  of managing a flower meadow.  

For the perennials, the ones that come back every year, we only need to mow the grass to stop those strong invasive weeds coming through

The annuals, the ones that don’t come back, struggle to re-seed, this is why we plough this area, we are putting more seeds down to help them.

Side 2

Side 3 Some things to look out for

Corn poppy
Corn f lower

Bumble bees

Honey  bee

Spotted flycatcher

Caterpillar Foxglove

Be careful, although insects can eat these, many are poisonous to us.

Grasshopper


